The coordinates of any conformally Euclidean space of class one may be so chosen that its metric assumes the normal form ds*= H(dx^/\f{e)]\ 0= £(*02, i i where f is any real analytic function of6 subject to the restriction (n -\)ff + Off" -(n -1)0/'2 ^ 0 (f = df/dB etc.).
It is the object of this note to give a disproof of Sen's result. To do so, we use a result of H. Shapiro ( Thus equations (1) and (2) are established and so (A) and (B) represent spaces of constant curvature.
Condition (3) follows when we equate their curvatures.
Thus applying the above theorem to Shapiro's metric, we obtain the result that ds>= Lcw/kCy1)]*
where g is any nonlinear, analytic function, is the metric of a conformally Euclidean space of class one which cannot be transformed into Sen's form. Remark. Beginning at equation (C), the following alternative proof was suggested by the referee, to whom go my thanks. Its advantages are that it is geometrical in nature and that it eliminates the restrictions of differentiability on the functions/ and g: Thus equations (1) and (2) are established.
